Yet. the birth of this phrase comes from the complete of

original profession which has the responsibility to represent an i
dual in a very exarting science called LAW!
Nothing could be further' from the truth í
rate to the original because,it is one step above an
till the original profession becomes limited by a set of circumsta
where legal representation for a client is fraud violating the pro
basic moral and ethic codes as well as the United States Constitut
right for the profession to exist.
Universities across this country present a course in PARAHLEGAL by
law departments, to students who will be limited to assisting the
profession only, which is not true PARA~LEGAT_..
These courses have one purpose to serve as an academic standar
To conceal crimes that have been committed in which the original p
acted as the prosecutor to convict the innocent and permitted the
to go free from prosecution. As long as the convicted innocent do
by proper legal form, complain to the trial judge that his legal 1"
tion is violating his constitutional right to able legal assistanc
convicted individual is bound by the acts or the lack of them of h
representation. Henry v. Mississippi, 379 cf. Brookha
Janis, 381, Us.1(1966).
PARALEGAL gave birth by Inmates in the Federal Penal Systems whic
or not to be considered "a jail11ouse lawyer,"
The originale profession can duplicate everything the "jailhouse l
does, but, cannot duplicate the duties of the PAR.ALEGAL.
The amiss of sns PARALEGAL were first fomsd in Fsdsrsl prisons,
it was discovered that Defense Attorneys representing clients, got
vìctïons, creatíxíg what we know today as "Political Prís.oners.‘:'
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